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I'his paper examines the dvn;imic inipact of' governmeIit purcliases
in a si~iipleg e ~ i e r a lequilil)rium niotlel with both durable and nond ~ ~ r a b consumer
le
goods as \<ell as productive capital. T h e niotiel
generates perhaps surprisi~igresults. In particular, increases in governrnent purchases are sho~vrito cause r e d ~ ~ c t i o nins real interest
rates. T h e r~iodelthus provides a possible explanation for the 01)served I~ehaviorof real interest ratcs aro~11idwars.

I.

Introduction

T h e dynamic impact of fiscal policy is a ceritral issue in macroeconorrlics. Orie outstanding puzzle regards the irlteraction between government purchases and real interest rates. Standard neoclassical analysis,
as presented by Barro (1984), for example, implies that permanent
increases in government purchases should riot affect real interest
rates \%.bile temporary increases in government purchases should increase real interest rates.
Data for the United States, however, provide n o suppot-t for this
predictior~.it'ars are the classic exarrlple. As Barro (1084, pp. 31516) documents, lvars are not associated Lvith high real interest rates.
T o the exterit any systematic effect is present in U.S. data, real interest rates appear lower during wars.'
1 aril gr-atetul to A ~ l d r e wAbel. Janle\ Hines, Kirilinori Slatsu\ania, Andrci Shleifer.
Jose Scheiriknian. Lawr-erice Suniniers, Laurence \\'eiss. Slichael \\'lli~lsto~l,
a n d especiall\ Paul Evan\ for- helpful conlmcnts. T h i s rescar-ch was f u n d e d b\ Sational Science
Found;rtion grant SES-8520044.
Benjamin arid Koclliri (1984). llowever, report that tlie wars .Ire assoc~atcdwith
high ( ~ l o n l i ~ l a\licl(l\
)
193 1.
o n cons015 in tlie Ynited Kingdom tor tlie period 1 i'L<)-

'
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In this paper I study an extension of the standard infinite-horizon
neoclassical grolvth model and propose a n explanation for this apparent anomaly. Xfy analysis is in the spirit of much recent work that
examines the dynamic effects of fiscal policy in neoclassical models
(see, e.g., Hall 1980; Barro 1981; Ahel and Blanchard 1983; Barro
and King 1984; Judd 1985). hIost previous studies, however, do not
explicitly include consumer durable goods. Introducing consumer
durable goods is a natural way of modifying the consumer's utility
function so that it is not separable through time.' Alternatively, one
can view consumer durable goods as being another use of accumulated ~vealth.
I show that a simple neoclassical model incorporating a nondurable
consurrler good, a durable consumer good, and a durable producer
good generates a perhaps surprising dynamic response to changes in
government purchases. In particular, contemporaneous real interest
rates and all forward rates fall in response to a permanent increase in
government purchases. In response to a temporary increase in government purchases, the contemporaneous short-term rate falls while
some forward rates rise.
11. The Model

Consider a representative consumer- who is infinitely lived and has
perfect foresight. He gets utility both from his current flow of the
nondurable good, denoted C, and from the services flowing from his
stock of the durable good, denoted D. His utility function is (with the
time subscripts omitted to sirnplif'y the notation)

where p (p > 0) is the subjective discount rate.
Output is produced using a stock of productive capital, denoted K,
and inelastically supplied labor, according to the production function
F ( K ) . Output may be used for four purposes: consumed as a nondurable good, added to the stock of the consumer durable good, added
to the stock of productive capital, o r taken by the government. Since
all these goods are assumed to be perfect substitutes in production,
the relative prices are fixed at unity.
For simplicity, I assume that both consumer durables and productive capital depreciate exponentially at the same rate 6. T h e goods
market adding-up condition is

'

For recent erlipirical work o n durability, see Rlanki~,(1982, l985), DLIIIII
arid Singleton (1984), Bcrriarike (1985), and Hayashi (1985).
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F(K)

=

C

+ w + 6W + G ,

(2)

where

W=D+K.
T h e variable W is the total stock of physical assets in the economy, and
a dot denotes the derivative with respect to time; W is the only state
(nonjuniping) variable in this economy. T h e division of physical assets
between use by consumers D and use by producers K is assumed to be
instantaneously reversible. While it would be plausible to add adjustment costs or nonnegativity constraints, neither feature is included
here."
T o obtain the equilibrium of this economy, I solve the social planning problem. That is, I find the program that maximizes utility in (1)
subject to the technological constraints (2) and (3). Government purchases are taken as exogenous.
It is straightforward to derive the first-order conditions necessary
for this optimization problem. They are, together again with the constraints,

These five equations describe how the economy will evolve given an
initial wealth of the economy W o and the level of government purchases G. T o interpret these five equations, it is useful to note that r =
F1(K) - 6 is the instantaneous real interest rate.
Equation (4) defines the costate variable A as the marginal utility of
the nondurable good. Equation (5) states that the marginal rate of
substitution between the consumer durable and the nondurable,
I/;,/Uc, equals the implicit rental price of the durable, r + 6. Equation
(6) again defines W . Equation (7) says that the gro~vthin marginal
utility depends on the real interest rate; it is the Euler equation trading off current and future nondurable consumption. Equation (8)
"n an earlier version of this paper, I examined a model without productive capital.
In this alternative model, an exogenous endowment is available each period that can be
consumed as a nondurable, added to the stock of the consumer durable, or taken by the
government. Hence, D is a state (nonjumping) variable. T h e impact of government
purchases on real interest rates in this alternative model is very similar to their impact
in the model presented here.
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states again that asset accumulation is the difference between production on the one hand and consun~ption,depreciation, and government purchases on the other.

111. The Effects of Government Purchases
This economy is most easily analyzed in terms o f t h e state variable W
and the costate variable A. Given the values of W and A, equations (4),
(5), and (6) deterniirie C, D , and K. That is, we can write

T h e Appendix establishes with direct and tedious mathematics that if
U and F are concave and C and D are normal goods, then C A < 0, 0 <
Dw < 1, DA < 0, 0 < K w < 1, and K A > 0. Using (9),(lo), and (1 1) to
solve (7) and ( 8 ) yields

and
T h e Appendix establishes that Aur > 0, A x > 0, and Yx > 0.
Steady Stute
T h e steady-state conditions are given by equations (12) and (13) together ~vithA = 0 and I$ = 0. These t~5.oconditions are .graphed in
figure 1. T h e ); = 0 locus is downward sloping, while the W = 0 locus
has an ambiguous slope. Figure 1 is drawn with the latter locus flat;
the dynanlics are the saine if it is uptvard or downward sloping. Stability requires that the w = 0 locus cut the A = 0 locus from below, as in
figure 1.
Figure 1 also displays the dynamics implied by the equations of
motion in each of the four regions. For any given value of the state
variable W, the economy finds itself on the convergent path to the
steady state, also shown in figure 1.
Before I turn to the dynamic response to changes in government
purchases, it is instructive to examine the differences between a high
G steady state and a low G steady state. Since Y A> 0, the high G
economy has a higher T;t' = 0 locus than the low G economy. T h e high
G economy therefbre has a lower stock of wealth W and a higher
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marginal utility of consunlption A. \.Ye see in equation (7) that the
marginal product of capital, F 1 ( K ) ,e quals p + 6 in the steady state;
hence, the stock of productive capital (and thus also the interest rate)
is unaffected by the level of governnient purchases. 'The reduction in
14' is fully borne by the stock of consumer durables. This comparison
of steady states illustrates that consumer durables and producer dur a b l e ~are differentially affected by changes in government purchases. Intuitively, the reason is that changes in government purchases alter permanent income, ~vhichaffects the desired stock of
consumer durables but not the desired stock of producer durables.
A Permanent Increare tn Governtnent Purchaser

Suppose the economy is at the steady-state values of W and A for a
given value of government purchases. Let us consider a n increase in
G that is kno~vnto be permanent. Equation ( 1 3) implies that the w =
0 locus shifts upward, as shown in figure 2. 'The marginal utility of the
nondurable A immediately rises from the old steady state (point A) to
the convergent path (point B). T h e economy then converges to the
new steady state (point C), with A rising and W falling.
LYhat is the effect on interest rates? Remember that r = F 1 ( K ) - 6
= p - ();/A).Since ); is positive along the convergent path, the real
interest rate falls in response to this permanent increase in government spending. As A approaches the new steady state, the real interest
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rate approaches again its steady-state value of p. 'The long-term interest rate, a weighted average of current and expected future shortterm rates, also falls initially when G is increased, but by less than the
short rate. 'The real yield curve is therefore upward sloping after the
increase in government purchases.
T h e impact of government purchases on the real interest rate can
also be inferred another way. Figure 2 shotvs that the marginal utility
of consumption A jumps u p in response to the increase in government
purchases. Since K,, > 0, K jurllps u p and D jumps do~vn.That is,
some of the stock of the consumer durable is converted into productive use. Hence, the marginal product of producer capital, F r ( K ) ,falls.
We see again that producer capital and consumer capital behave very
differently in response to fiscal policy. Increases in government purchases crowd out capital as a whole, W, but temporarily cro~vdin
producer capital at the expense of consumer capital.
T h e result that an increase in government purchases reduces real
interest rates is perhaps surprising. T h e intuition behind the result is
as follows. T h e permanent increase in government purchases causes
an equal reduction in permanent income. If the interest rate remained unchanged, each consumer would attempt to adjust his consumption of the nondurable and his stock of the consumer durable to
the new lower steady-state level immediately. T h e reduction in de-
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FIG. 3.-A

temporary increase in gokernment purchases

mand due to this accelerator effect on spending for consumer durables would be greater than necessary to equilibrate the goods market. T h e real interest rate therefore must fall to stimulate private
spending.
A T e m p o r a ~Increase

ln

Govern~r~ent
Purchaser

Again suppose that the economy begins at the steady state. At time to
government spending increases, but the increase is known to last only
until time t l , when government spending will return to its original
level.
At to the w = 0 locus shifts upward as for a permanent increase in
government spending. In choosing the dynamic path f i r the economy, however, one must take account of the fact that this locus will
shift back to its original position at t , . We therefore choose a path
during the temporary surge in government purchases that brings us
at t l to the path converging to the original equilibrium.
'This path is shown in figure 3. At to, the marginal utility of consumption A jumps from point A to point R During the period of
higher government purchases, the economy travels from point B to
point C, crossing the A = 0 locus and obeying the equations of motion
for the new (high G ) regime. At t , the I;t' = 0 shifts back, the equations
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of motion change, and the economy begins returning from point C to
point A.
T h e pattern of the real interest rate can be gleaned from equation
(7) and the time path of A. Immediately after to, 6 is positive, inlplying
that the real rate is depressed by the announcement of the temporary
increase in government spending. \+'hen the economy crosses the i=
0 locus, ); becomes negative, implying that the real rate rises above p
before t l and remains there, gradually falling to p as the economy
returns to the steady state.
Note that the path from point B to point C in figure 3 is below the
path converging to the high G steady state. Therefore, the marginal
utility of consumption A rises less in response to a temporary change
in G than to a pernlanent change of similar size. Since K A > 0, the
stock of productive capital K also increases less in response t o a temporary change. Because the real interest rate equals the net marginal
product of capital, a temporary change in government spending has a
smaller impact on the real rate thali does a permanent change.
T h e long-term real interest rate is an average of current and future
short rates. T h e rate on a real discount bond between two points in
time can be determined by the change in marginal utility A bet.rz,een
those points. Since A falls below its level at point B at some time in the
future, the return on a lo~lg-termbond over that horizon must rise
when the temporary increase in government spending is announced.
Remember, however, that actual long-term bonds are coupon bonds
and not discount bonds. Since coupon bonds place a greater weight
on more recent short rates, the rates on long-term coupon bonds rise
by less and might fall.
As t l approaches, the long rate must rise above p. Indeed, since the
long rate anticipates future short rates, the long rate Lvill rise above p
before the short rate does. T h e real yield curve is do~vnwardsloping
at t l .

An Annourzced Future Increuse zn Go-clern~r~ent
Purch~~ses

Suppose the government announces at time to that government purchases will permanently increase at time t l . HOT%,
does this news of
future purchases affect real interest rates today?
During the period from to to t l , the la~vsof motion under the old
(low G ) regime continue to hold. T h e economy, however, must find
itself at t l on the stable path converging to the new equilibrium. T h e
dy~lamicpath is sho~vnin figure 4. At to, marginal utility A jumps from
point A to point B . Before the increase in government purchases
takes place, wealth W is accumulated and A continues to rise. At t l the
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FIG. 4.-Xn

announced fut~u-epermanent incr-ease i11 government purchases

economy is at point C, from which it converges to the new equilibrium
(point D) with higher A and lower W .
T h e pattern of the real interest rate is again inferred frorn equation
(7). Since A is rising at all times after the announcement, the instantaneous real rate is lower than p at all times. Hence, like an inlrnediate
(permanent) increase in government purchases, a n announced future
increase reduces current short rates and all forward rates.
Since both h and W are rising during the period after the announcement but before the increase in government purchases, equation ( 1 l ) implies that the stock of productive capital is rising during
this period. Hence, the instantaneous real interest rate is falling. After the increase takes place, the real rate converges back to the steadystate value of p. Of course, long rates anticipate this path of the short
rate. T h e yield curve is therefore V-shaped after the announcenlent;
that is, intermediate-term interest rates exhibit the lolvest yield to
rnaturitv.

IV. Conclusion
I have presented a siniple neoclassical rnodel that differs from standard models by explicitly including consumer durable goods. T h e
niodel generates perhaps surprising responses to changes in govern-
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merlt purchases. In particular, increases in goverrlnlent purchases are
typically associated with reductions in real interest rates.
Future research rnight attempt to relax some of' the assumptions
implicit in this model. A more realistic model might include adjustment costs, nonnegativity constraints, o r t i ~ n eto build technology.
Variable labor supply and distortionary taxation could also be introduced. Finally, if individuals had finite horizons, the way in which
government purchases were financed would play a role in determining the effects of these purchases (see, e.g., Blanchard 1985).
Future research might also attempt to identif'y empirically the economic forces illustrated here. A variety of features of the model,
however, make it clearly inappropriate for examining certain interactions between government purchases and consumer spending. First, I
have implicitly assumed that government purchases d o not affect the
marginal utility of private consunlption. More generally, public goods
ma): be substitutes for private goods (public transportation) o r conlplernents (highlvays). Second, I have assumed that the changes in
government purchases are exogenous. hlore realistically, however,
there are various shocks that affect both public and private spending.
For example, a positive shock to productivity makes society lvealthier
and thus tends to cause both public and private spending to increase.
111 this circumstance, it is inappropriate to attribute the change in
private spending to the change in public spending. Both of' these
limitations suggest that the model may not be useful for examining
the impact of' government purchases of dornestic goods. Spending on
highway and school construction, for example, is likely to affect the
marginal utility of' private consumption and is not likely to be exogenous.
'The rnodel may be better suited for examining the impact of the
government spending associated with military conflict. War expenditure may not affect the marginal utility of private consumption;
moreover, wars are exogenous events, not merely reactions to technology or other shocks that might directly affect private spending.
'Therefore, these two limitations of' the model may not be enlpirically
important because most large nlovemerlts in government purchases
are associated with military conflict.
'The main problern with attempting to study real interest rates
around wars is that one must infer real rates from the nominal rates
we directly observe.' Since the variation in the inflation rate around

'

X second prohlem with t r ~ i n gto exarnine the impact o n real I-ates is that the
rnodel's implications are quite intricate. Fol- example. real short rates should be low at
the heginning of wars but high towat-d the end of war-s. Since the duration of wars is in
Fact not known tvith certainty. i t is not clear how to test this predictiorr.
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wartime is much greater than the variation in nominal rates, modeling expected inflation is of crucial importance. It rvould not be appropriate to use "rolling autoregressions" o r similar models of expected
inflation since the irlflation process should not be expected to remain
invariant between peacetime a n d war-time. 'The conventional wisdom
is that wars a r e associated lvith inflation a n d follolved by deflation. If
inflation expectations reflect this conventional wisdom, the pattern of
real rates tends to confirm the model.
Wars may not provide the best natural experiment, however. I n
contrast to standard neoclassical analysis, the model presented here
implies that permanent changes in government purchases have a
greater impact o n real interest rates than temporary changes. 'The
salient feature of World War I1 may be not the temporary surge in
purchases but rather the increase that persisted past the end of the
war. According to the theory of this paper, this latter change exerted
a depressing effect o n real interest rates of all maturities.
Appendix

This Appendix establishes the derivatives of 12and ? with respect to the state
variable W and the costate variable A. First, note from equations (7) and (8)
that

Aw

=

-F"- dK
dW '

('41)

Next, to obtain the derivatives in the expressions (A1)-(A4), implicitly differentiate equations (4), ( 5 ) , and (6). In matrix form, the system is

Use Cramer's rule to solve this system. The resulting total derivati\,es are
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where A = U,,Unn - (ucn)'
CT(:CTc,(;F".
Concavity of F implies that F" < 0;
concavity of CTimplies that Uc(; < 0, UDn < 0, and U(:(:CTDn- (UCD)' > 0.
Normality of both C and D implies that UDDC'~
- UcDC;, < 0 and CT(:cCb UcnUc < 0. These assumptions imply that A > 0, C A< 0 , 0 < D M ,< 1, D A < 0,
0 < K w < 1, and K A > 0. Using (A6)-(All) to solve (A1)-(A4) yields
2

Aw

1

-F" UccCbn - (Ucn)

A

(All)

T h e assumptions of concavity and normality imply that Aw > O and Ah > 0.
T h e sum of the first three terms in the numerator of (A4') is positive by the
second-order conditions; hence, T A> 0. Without additional assumptions, Tu
cannot be signed; however, its sign is not necessary for understanding the
dynamics of this economy.
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